
Wireless cradle 10W+10W
SKU: TEWIRE20WDOUB

Wireless charger, 2 smartphones, QI compatible

SINGLE SOLUTION

This dual charging cradle allows simultaneous powering of two smartphones or a mobile phone together with the AirPods case.

You will not need a second charger  to power your devices.

EASY WIRELESS

In order to take advantage of fast wireless charging, your devices must be compatible with Qi technology, which is the protocol
that enables the reception of energy without wires.

The cradle is equipped with a USB-C cable which must be connected to a power source. In this way, you can transfer the received
power to your devices.

Simply place your smartphone or AirPods case on the two 10W slots and the power supply  will start automatically.

PERFORMANCE

Each station has a power of 10W: it takes approximately 1 hour for your accessories to be fully charged .

The cradle is ideal for charging Android smartphones such as Samsung, Huawei, Xiaomi, and Oppo. It is also capable of charging
iPhones. To avoid overheating, this charger features an ADS (Automatic Detection System) technology that can recognize the
power needs of the device.



Thanks to this system, the cradle can adjust the power to 5W or 7.5W  to charge iPhones safely.

CHARACTERISTICS:

Wireless cradle with dual charging station
Power of the single station: 10W
QI technology
ADS technology
Fully charged smartphones in about one hour



Wireless cradle 10W+10W
SKU: TEWIRE20WDOUB

Technical data
Input current: Quick Charge 5VDC 3A/9VDC 2A/12.5VDC 1.5A (Type-C)  
Technology: ADS (Automatic Detection System), QI technology, Wireless Charge
 
Charging type: Fast  
Power connector: Type-C  
Wireless Output: 20W  
EAN: 8018417307362  
SKU: TEWIRE20WDOUB  
Maximum output power: 20 WATT  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 33 mm  
Width Pack: 200 mm  
Depth Inner: 230 mm  
Height Pack: 200 mm  
Weight Pack: 325 g  
Width Inner: 210 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 480 mm  
Height Inner: 210 mm  
Weight Inner: 2095 g  
Width Master: 450 mm  
Amount Master: 24  
Height Master: 230 mm  
Weight Master: 9065 g  
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